We are pleased to present three exhibitions by Charlee Brodsky (photographs) and Jim Daniels (poetry)

January 7, 2017 - May 2017

The Rocks
3rd floor gallery
Exploring a Pittsburgh community that does not fit into easy rust belt/post-industrial definitions

American Patriot
4th floor gallery atrium
Seeing again our nation’s flag, the Stars and Stripes, with new eyes

From Milltown to Malltown
4th floor elevator area
Documenting the transition and transformation of one of Pittsburgh’s most iconic, historic communities

Meet & Greet - Poetry Reading
Wednesday, February 22, 2017, 6pm - 8pm
Poetry Reading at 7pm
Castle Board Room

Jim Daniels is a former Detroit autoworker whose award winning poetry and fiction have been widely published. His latest book of short stories, Eight Mile High, was published by Michigan State University Press in 2014. His twenty-sixth collection of poetry, Rowing Inland, is forthcoming from Wayne State University Press.

Charlee Brodsky’s book Knowing Stephanie (University of Pittsburgh Press, 2003) is a photographic documentary of Stephanie Byram’s life with breast cancer. This book was one of only eight books accepted in the illustrated book category of the American Association of University Presses' outstanding books of 2004 exhibition. Her book, Street (Bottom Dog Press, 2005) a collection of her photographs and Jim Daniels’ poems won the Tillie Olsen Award in 2007 given by the Working Class Studies Association.